
Light in the box reviews - Is Lightinthebox.com Reliable to Buy 

from?  

 

The Lightinthebox webpage is a worldwide retail store that specializes in a couple of major 

categories: clothes, small home equipment, home decorating, and different gadgets. Veryfing 

the Light in the box reviews (visit the ChinaSafeImport portal to do it), you may find out that 

it's best renowned for its customizable wedding event garments and evening dress. 

This online store decoys buyers who really think that they'll buy the wedding ceremony dress 

of their dreams at a small percentage of the worth of normal dealers. In addition to this, the 

customizable options of the online site indicate they won’t need to pay money for custom 

made tailoring.  

Nonetheless, for every pleased new bride who receives her pretty white wedding gown, there 

is a different opinion which shows a different story. 

On relatively cheap things, such as dresses, this may not be as much of a worry. 

But, if you are considering using Light in the box for bigger orders, for instance house 

appliances or electronics, the Lightinthebox reviews (called as a “Light in the box hoax” or a 

“Light in the box rip off”) on online forums would suggest that you need to think again. 

On the internet they're renowned opinion portals which have large quantities of buyer 

comments concerning Lightinthebox. Below are the net sites with the reviews which we 

found: 

Trustpilot  

Out of 14392 comments on Trustpilot, Light in the box has a general result of 4 out of 5. 

About 65 percentage of those people who posted ratings issued the online retailer a full Five 

stars, and approx 16 % rated their shopping experience with one star. 

Generally, it is an overall really good end result, particularly when considering assessments 

on the Trustpilot portal about comparable net sites, such as AliExpress.com or Tomtop. 

https://chinasafeimport.com/blog/light-in-the-box-reviews/


Light in the box review on ConsumerAffairs.com 

On ConsumerAffairs.com, Lightinthebox.com has the totally different outcome than on other 

opinion internet pages, for the reason that there are 648 comments and an overall rate is one 

star.  

Most comments concerning Lightinthebox expressed dissatisfaction with prolonged delivery 

time and as well as incomprehension with sizes, nearly all of them came from clients who'd 

purchased shoes. 

SiteJabber.com  

SiteJabber’s issued Light in the box marks very similar to those found on the Trustpilot 

internet site. 

Based on 3850 assessments collected, Light in the box wound up with a result of four stars, 

with approx 60 % of its assessments was evaluated at 5 stars.  

While there're a large amount of discontented clients if you browse any website containing 

Lightinthebox review, you will also see lots of people who were totally happy with their deals 

and the customer support. 

In general, many of the buyers who were happy with their deals appeared to be ordering 

small wares: various sorts of attire, wigs, fashion accessories or small electronics. 

We've determined that the more expensive wares have much more unfavourable opinions, a 

fact that internet buyers must take into account. 

Light in the box hoax comments are accessible on forums and discussion boards where 

people write that they've never received their wares. Often, those Lightinthebox reviews are 

made a too fastly. 

When we answered the query, “What's the Lightinthebox.com store?” we discussed that this 

store is headquartered in Beijing. 

That's why a lot of its products ship from overseas, and shipment times are not really the 

quickest. Also the processing time can be long. 

How Does Shipment Work? Light in the box reviews regarding delivery service 

Some products process in only a day, but the rest can span from three days to a more than 

fifteen days before they leave the magazine. 

A primary claim is the too long the shipping times, detailed below: 

Mail Service-Tracking 

Merchandise sent by this method can make it to the United States Of America in 10-20 days 

from the time it departs the storehouse. Within the high season, this delivery time is 

lengthened to 15-30 business days.  

Verify a calendar, that means that it could be about six weeks (counting weekends) before 

your products arrive.  



Our own Lightinthebox Review Concerning Postal Expedited 

Choosing this option will unquestionably speed up the shipment process, reducing your wait 

time down to 5-8 days. It brings it to approximately an 1 week wait, even within the high 

season time. It's faster. 

Express Quick Shipment 

For buyers who expect their items as fast as possible, it is the most excellent shipping 

solution to take into account. With Quick Delivery, worldwide shipment is reduced to 3-5 

business days.  

We cannot find any information regarding specific pricing for each delivery method, however 

the firm does state that shipment will depend both on the weight of the item and moreover 

the delivery length of time as Lightinthebox reviews shows. 

When considering the basic Mail Tracking Service shipping option, the longest wait is lower 

than 9 weeks for an item to come after placing an order. 

This is a very long time to have to wait and worry whether you have become a sufferer of the 

Light in the box fraud, or if it's a normal shipment time for a packet received from abroad. 

It’s the right amount of time to ask the very serious question, “Is Lightinthebox.com 

trustworthy?” after awaiting that long for a probably not cheap bundle and posting 

unfavourable Lightinthebox review. 

Earlier than believing that you have get duped by a Lightinthebox rip-off, be sure that you 

have awaited the complete 45 business days that your product can take to make it to your 

house. 

Later contact client support to determine if they can provide different kind of additional 

tracking details or data affirming the dispatch for your package that proves that it is arriving to 

your home. 

Summary: Is the Light in the box site trustworthy? Why some Lightinthebox reviews 

are unfavorable?  

When we’ve meticulously responded to the question, “What is Lightinthebox?” it is a moment 

to ask the genuine question: Is Lightinthebox.com safe to purchase from for my everyday 

online shopping wants? 

Despite the fact that comments seem to be favorable overall, we're on this site to answer if 

there may be a Light in the box swindle. 

Ordering on Lightinthebox is a perfect method to get discounted rates on a tailor made 

wedding gown or to score a few products you want in large quantities. 

General, is Lightinthebox secure? It has a lot of risk-free payment possible choices which will 

indicate that it is not a scam site. 



Light in the box reviews indicate that you might want to try two or three inexpensive products 

at first to check out if you’re really pleased with the client service and delivery times earlier 

than you're begining to buy larger goods. 


